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Abstract The storage and repair bandwidth tradeoff is an important issue in distributed storage systems

(DSSs) where large scale data are stored in multiple nodes with erasure coding to ensure reliability. There are

lots of studies on the DSS model with multiple clusters where the repair bandwidths from intra-cluster and

cross-cluster nodes are differentiated to improve repair efficiency based on the realistic network topological

structures. At the same time, separate nodes are also prevalent due to the variety of practical networks, but

the work on the cluster DSS model with multiple separate nodes is insufficient, which is a main motivation

of this paper. We formulate the tradeoff bound between storage repair bandwidth for a heterogeneous DSS

model consisting of clusters and separate nodes by analyzing the min-cuts of heterogeneous information flow

graphs corresponding to the orders of failed nodes. Additionally, the tradeoff bounds are investigated in

multiple aspects when the repair bandwidth constraints and the amount of separate nodes vary, respectively.

Moreover, a class of regenerating codes are illustrated to achieve the tradeoff in the heterogeneous cases.
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1 Introduction

In modern data centers, large scale data are stored in multiple servers (nodes), where node failures are

prevalent [1]. To ensure data reliability with low redundancy, erasure coding is widely used in practical

distributed storage systems (DSSs) [2–5], where reducing the repair bandwidth incurred by node failures

is an important issue. Dimakis et al. [6] analyzed the DSS model with network coding [7] and formulated

the tradeoff between node storage and repair bandwidth, breeding lots of studies on regenerating code

constructions [5, 8–12], where product matrix [10] and piggybacking design [8, 11, 12] are typical and

powerful construction techniques. In the homogeneous DSS model [6], each node stores the same amount

of data, and the newcomer downloads the same amount of data from each helper nodes when repairing

a fail one.

In realistic storage systems, the servers are generally organized by clusters (racks) [13, 14], where the

networks between storage nodes are different and the intra-cluster data transmission is faster and cheaper

than cross-cluster. Additionally, the cross-cluster bandwidth is often limited. In some cases, the available

cross-cluster bandwidth for each node is only 1/5 to 1/20 of the intra-cluster bandwidth [15]. In order

to improve the transmission efficiency, there are lots of studies on the DSS model with cluster structures

differentiating the intra-cluster and cross-cluster bandwidth [1, 16, 17]. These studies can be classified

into two types based on whether there is a relay node in each cluster.
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In [1,18,19], the authors focused on minimizing the cross-cluster bandwidth in the multi-cluster model,

where the relay node in each cluster was used to collect data from intra-cluster nodes and transmit to the

newcomer in the repair procedure. In [16,20], Prakash et al. analyzed the tradeoff bounds in detail when

the relay nodes were used both in the repair and data collection procedures and connected to different

amounts of intra-cluster nodes. On the other hand, the authors of [17,21,22] considered the cluster DSS

model without relay nodes, where the intra-cluster and cross-cluster repair bandwidth were analyzed

as two parameters in the repair procedure. In [21, 23], the authors considered the two-rack model and

analyzed the storage and repair bandwidth tradeoff. Sohn et al. [17, 24] formulated the tradeoff bound

theoretically for the multiple cluster DSS model, and the newcomer would download data from all the

alive nodes in the repair procedure.

In [22], we investigated the cluster DSS model when the number of help nodes varied, which is different

with the constraints in [17, 24]. In heterogeneous storage systems, such as peer-to-peer (P2P) networks,

sensor networks, hybrid cloud storage systems and content delivery networks [25–27], separate nodes are

also prevalent. For example, in large scale data centers consisting of many racks (clusters) and separate

servers, the storage system can be modeled with the cluster DSS model with multiple separate nodes

as proposed in [22, 28]. In [28], we theoretically analyzed the tradeoff bounds of the cluster DSS model

after one separate node was added. However, the tradeoff bound for the cluster DSS model with multiple

separate nodes has not been characterized and proved theoretically, which is a main motivation of this

paper. As the separate nodes can be seen as special clusters with a single node, the model in this paper

is regarded as the heterogeneous cluster DSS (HC-DSS) model.

The structure and contributions of this paper are as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the heteroge-

neous cluster DSS model with multiple separates and formulate the capacity problem with information

flow graph. Main definitions used to analyze the HC-DSS model are introduced in Subsection 2.3. Un-

like analyzing the cluster DSS model with one separate node [28], we need to investigate all the repair

sequences corresponding to different amounts and locations of separate nodes in the HC-DSS model. The

main challenge is to find an efficient comparison procedure considering the relationship among multiple

separate nodes, which is the main contribution of this paper. In Section 3, we generalize traditional

algorithms to investigate the capacity of the heterogeneous model. The final capacity is obtained by

analyzing all the node repair sequences step by step corresponding to Theorems 1–3, respectively. In

Subsection 3.2, the tradeoff bounds between node storage and repair bandwidth are formulated and ana-

lyzed numerically in multiple aspects when the repair bandwidth constraints and the number of separate

nodes vary, respectively. In Section 4, a class of constructions on regenerating code are investigated to

achieve the tradeoff bound of the HC-DSS model.

2 System model and preliminaries

Subsection 2.1 introduces the heterogeneous cluster DSS model. In Subsection 2.2, we introduce the

information flow graph, which is used to characterize the system capacity of the DSS model. The main

definitions used to analyse information flow graphs are presented in Subsection 2.3.

2.1 The heterogeneous cluster DSS (HC-DSS) model

Figure 1 illustrates the HC-DSS model comprised with E separate nodes and LR cluster nodes (L clusters

with R nodes in each one). Obviously, there are n = LR+ E storage nodes in total. The original file of

size M is encoded and stored in n nodes each of size α. We can retrieve the original file by downloading

data from any k nodes out of n, which is defined in [29] as the (n, k)-MDS property1). If a node has failed,

we can recover it exactly or functionally. This paper considers functional repair, unlike exact repair, the

newcomer need not to reconstruct the failed node exactly only if the (n, k)-MDS property is satisfied after

repair procedure. In addition, we only consider one node failure and assume that the newcomer locates

1) This name is from the [n, k] maximum distance separable (MDS) codes in coding theory.
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Figure 1 The HC-DSS model.

at the same place with the failed node. Hence, the system model will not change with the failure/repair

procedures. We will consider the failure/repair procedures of cluster and separate nodes, respectively.

After a cluster node has failed, the newcomer downloads βI symbols from each of the dI intra-cluster

nodes and βC symbols from each of the dC cross-cluster nodes. In this paper, we denote the total number

of helper nodes as d , dI + dC , and assume

k 6 d 6 n− 1 (1)

as introduced in [10].

Upon the failure of a separate node, the newcomer downloads βC symbols from each of d cross-cluster

nodes. It is because the separate nodes can be seen as special clusters with a single node. As introduced

in [22], the intra-cluster networks are generally cheaper and faster than cross-cluster, thus more data are

downloaded from intra-cluster nodes. As a result, we assume βI > βC throughout the paper. Additionally,

we assume the newcomer will download data from all the intra-cluster nodes, namely,

dI = R− 1.

Hence,

k −R+ 1 6 dC 6 n−R, (2)

based on (1). For simplicity, we use storage/repair parameters and node parameters to denote (α, dI , βI ,

dC , βC) and (n, k, L,R,E), respectively in the HC-DSS model. If βI = βC , the homogeneous DSS model

in [6] is retrieved.

2.2 Problem formulation

In [6], DSSs are modeled with the information flow graph (IFG) comprised with three kinds of nodes:

data source S, data collector DC and storage nodes xi (represented by a pair of input and output nodes

(xi
in, x

i
out) in the graph). The capacity of edge xi

in → xi
out represents the node storage α. The original

data are stored in n nodes represented by n edges (with infinite capacity) emanating from S to {xi
in}

n
i=1.

The failure/repair procedure is represented by a newcomer xn+1 connecting d alive nodes with edges with

capacity β, which means that the failed node is repaired through downloading β data from d helper nodes.

However, the capacities of incoming edge for a newcomer are different in the heterogeneous cases. The

total alive nodes remain n when each failure/repair procedure is finished. Meanwhile, the (n, k)-MDS

property is kept by DC connecting arbitrary k alive nodes to retrieve the original file. In Figure 2, the

original file is stored in five nodes (x1, x2 in cluster 1; x3, x4 in cluster 2; separate node x5). Firstly, x1

has failed and is repaired by the newcomer x6 which connects with one intra-cluster node x2 and three

cross-cluster nodes x3, x4 and x5. Subsequently, a separate node x5 has failed and is recovered by x7

connecting with four cross-cluster nodes. The DC connects k = 4 alive nodes to reconstruct the original

file.

In the IFGs, a cut set between S and DC is an edge set that contains at least one edge of every

paths from S to DC. The min-cut is a cut set between S and DC with the smallest total sum of the

edge capacities [6]. In this paper, we also use min-cut to denote the total sum capacity of the edges in
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Figure 2 (Color online) An information flow graph.

the min-cut with out incurring confusion. As introduced in [6], the problem that any DC could retrieve

the original data M are equivalent to S multicasting M to every DC. Based on the max-flow bound in

network coding [7,30], the original data M cannot be greater than the minimum min-cut which is defined

as the system capacity and denoted by C, this is to say,

C > M (3)

need to be satisfied to maintain the (n, k)-MDS property. As introduced in [22], for an (n, k, L,R,E)

HC-DSS model, we need to characterize the feasible region of points (α, dI , βI , dC , βC) to reliably store

the data file of size M. As capacity C is formulated as a function of (α, dI , βI , dC , βC), the tradeoff

between α and (dI , βI , dC , βC) can be derived with (3). Obviously, the capacity of a given HC-DSS is

characterized by comparing the min-cuts of all possible IFGs.

2.3 Main definitions

To analyse the min-cut of the HC-DSS model, we introduce the main definitions in this section such as

repair sequence and the min-cut, selected node distribution, cluster order, and separate location vector,

parts of which are already defined in [22].

Repair sequence and the min-cut. Since the IFG is acyclic, the k output nodes connected by DC

can be topologically ordered as {xti
out}

k
i=1, where the topological ordering [31] means that if there exists

a path from xti
out to x

tj
out, then i < j. It is proved in [6, 17] that the min-cut may get smaller if {xti}ki=1

are all newcomers and xti connects to the i − 1 former newcomers {xtj}i−1
j=1, which is also satisfied in

the HC-DSS model. We use min-cut to specify that under the above constraint in the following parts.

Obviously, the k newcomers {xti}ki=1 correspond to a repair sequence of k original nodes called selected

nodes. As analyzed in [22,24], the min-cut in the HC-DSS model is obtained by cutting {xti}ki=1 one by

one in the topological ordering as

MC(s,π) =

k
∑

i=1

min
{

α,wi(s,π)
}

, (4)

where cluster order π and selected node distribution s are defined subsequently to represent the repair

sequence. In fact, as illustrated in Figure 3, when cutting xti , since the capacity of the edge from xti
out to

DC is infinite, we only need to consider the capacity of the following two parts of edges:

(1) The capacity of edge xti
in → xti

out, which equals α.

(2) The total capacity of the edges terminating at xti
in, which is called the part incoming weight and

denoted by

wi(s,π) =

{

ai(s,π)βI + bi(s,π)βC , if node i is in cluster,

ci(s,π)βC , if node i is separate,
(5)

where ci(s,π) = d+ 1− i as introduced in [28].
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Figure 3 (Color online) The part-cut values of cutting {xti}ki=1 in the topological ordering.

The part-cut value min{α,wi(s,π)} is obtained by cutting the edges corresponding to the minor one.

Obviously, the min-cut MC(s,π) is formulated with the k part-cut values as shown in (4). Since a cluster

order is enough to determine a repair sequence, MC(s,π), wi(s,π), ai(s,π), bi(s,π) and ci(s,π) are also

written as MC(π), wi(π), ai(π), bi(π) and ci(π), respectively for simplicity, when we do not analyse s

or s is fixed beforehand without incurring confusion.

Selected node distribution. As the L clusters are indiscriminate for an (n, k, L,R,E) HC-DSS

model, we can always order and relabel the clusters by the number of selected nodes in a non-increasing

order for any given repair sequence. The selected nodes are represented with s = (s0, s1, . . . , sL), where s0
and si (1 6 i 6 L) denote the amount of selected separate nodes and nodes in the ith cluster, respectively.

Obviously, the selected node distribution s satisfies that 0 6 s0 6 E and sL 6 · · · 6 s1 as the clusters

are relabeled for convenience. We also represent the set of all possible s as

S ,

{

s = (s0, s1, . . . , sL) : si+1 6 si, 0 6 si 6 R, for 1 6 i 6 L; 0 6 s0 6 E;

L
∑

i=0

si = k

}

. (6)

Cluster order. Additionally, we label the selected nodes from 1 to k for the simplicity of description

by the repair sequence, which is denoted by cluster order π = (π1, π2, . . . , πk) and πi (1 6 i 6 k) is the

label of the cluster where xti belongs to. It is enough to denote cluster label of a selected node because

there is no difference among the nodes in one cluster. If the selected node i is separate, we denote πi

as 0, then 0 6 πi 6 L. Actually, the selected node distribution focuses on the amount while the cluster

order characterizes the order of selected nodes. Thus for a given selected node distribution s, there are

multiple possible cluster orders represented by the set

Π(s) ,







π = (π1, . . . , πk) :

k
∑

j=1

I(πj = i) = si for 0 6 i 6 L







, (7)

where I(πj = i) equals 1 if πj = i, and 0 otherwise.

Separate location vector. The amount and locations of selected separate nodes are denoted with

Nsep (0 6 Nsep 6 k) and separate location vector v = (v1, . . . , vk), respectively, where vi (1 6 i 6 Nsep)

is the location number of the i-th selected separate node and vi = 0 (Nsep < i 6 k). For convenience, the

components of v is also set to satisfy vi−1 6 vi for 1 6 i 6 Nsep without loss of generality. Obviously, there

are k−Nsep selected cluster nodes. When Nsep = 0, there is no selected separate node and v = (0, . . . , 0).

When Nsep = k, all the selected nodes are separate and v = (1, 2, . . . , k).

For example, in Figure 4(a), there are eight selected nodes numbered from 1 to 8 by the repair sequence

corresponding to s = (2, 4, 2, 0) and π = (1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0, 1). The amount of selected separate nodes is

Nsep = 2 and the corresponding separate location vector is v = (3, 7, 0, . . . , 0).

As introduced in Subsection 2.2, for a given HC-DSS model, we need to find the IFG with the minimum

min-cut (defined as the system capacity). With (4), the min-cuts corresponding to different repair

sequences can be obtained. In Section 3, we will compare the min-cuts from the aspects of cluster order

and selected node distribution (determining the repair sequence), and characterize the system capacity

finally.
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Figure 4 (Color online) As the numbered nodes show, π and π
′ are generated by Algorithm 1 for the same s = (2, 4, 2, 0)

and different separate location vectors. (a) π = (1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0, 1); (b) π
′ = (1, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 1).

3 The capacity of the HC-DSS model

In Subsection 3.1, we introduce the main challenge in analyzing the min-cuts of the HC-DSS model

comparing with the model with only one separate node. Heterogeneous vertical order algorithm and hor-

izontal selection algorithms are proposed to investigate the repair sequences with multiple separate nodes,

which focus on the cluster order and selected node distribution, respectively. Subsequently, we compare

the min-cuts by reducing the scope of the repair sequences step by step corresponding to Theorems 1–3,

respectively. The final capacity is proved in Theorem 3, with which the tradeoff bounds is formulated

and analyzed in Subsection 3.2.

3.1 Heterogeneous vertical order algorithm and horizontal selection algorithm

As introduced in Subsection 2.3, there are multiple selected node distributions s ∈ S (see (6)) for a given

HC-DSS model. At the same time, there are different cluster orders π ∈ Π(s) (see (7)) for a fixed s.

Thus the min-cuts are analyzed in the following two aspects.

(1) Fix s and compare the min-cuts corresponding to different π ∈ Π(s).

(2) Fix the cluster order generating algorithm and compare the min-cuts corresponding to different

selected node distributions s ∈ S.

In [17, 24], the authors proposed algorithms for the cluster DSS model corresponding to the above

two steps under the assumption that the newcomer connects to all the alive nodes, namely, d = n − 1.

However, this assumption cannot be used to analyse the cases with multiple node failures, which is also

frequent in realistic storage systems [20, 32]. Thus we investigate more flexible situations in [22, 28],

where the applicability of the algorithms are proved under more general assumption dI = R − 1 and

k−R+1 6 dC 6 n−R. Additionally, we generalized the algorithms to the case with one separate node.

In this paper, we also analyse the min-cuts under the general assumptions in the above two steps and

propose the heterogeneous algorithms for the HC-DSS model with multiple separate nodes.

The vertical order and horizontal selection algorithms in [28] only need to handle the location of

one separate node, while Algorithms 1 and 2 consider the locations of multiple separate nodes, which

are generalizations of the former algorithms and more flexible to analyse the min-cuts. When there is

only one separate node in the model of [28], the min-cuts are compared in two aspects with or without

the selected separate node. Although the proof methods in [28] are inductive for the multiple separate

node cases as Theorem 1, Lemma 1 and Theorem 3 show, it is more complicated to analyse the min-

cuts of the HC-DSS model. We need to compare the min-cuts corresponding to different numbers and

locations of selected separate nodes, which are represented by Nsep and the separate location vector as

defined in Subsection 2.3. The main challenge is to find an efficient comparison procedure considering

the relationship among multiple selected separate nodes. In the following parts, the final capacity of

the HC-DSS model is characterized by reducing the comparing scope corresponding to different selected

separate nodes step by step, which is the main contribution of this paper. Parts of the proof procedures

can be deduced by the case with one separate node and are omitted for simplicity, but we introduce the

main ideas and differences in the model with multiple separate nodes.

In Algorithm 1, the inputs are selected node distribution s and separate location vector v. The output

cluster order is generated vertically as shown in Figure 4(a), where s = (2, 4, 2, 0) and the separate

location vector is v = (3, 7, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). The selected cluster nodes are generated column by column
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from left to right. The first two selected nodes are in clusters 1 and 2 in the first column, namely, π1 = 1

and π2 = 2. The third selected node is separate as v shows, then π3 = 0. The fourth and fifth selected

nodes are in the second column and generated vertically, thus π4 = 1 and π5 = 2. Similarly, Algorithm 1

outputs π = (1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0, 1) finally. Let cluster order

π
∗(s,v) = (π∗(s,v)1, π

∗(s,v)2, . . . , π
∗(s,v)k) (8)

denote the output of Algorithm 1 with input separate location vector v and s ∈ S.

Algorithm 1 Heterogeneous vertical order algorithm

Input: Selected node distribution s = (s0, s1, . . . , sL); separate location vector v = (v1, v2, . . . , vk).

Output: Cluster order π
∗ = (π∗

1 , . . . , π
∗

k
).

1: Initial cluster label j ← 1 and count variable t← 1;

2: for i = 1 to k do

3: if i = vt then

4: π∗

i ← 0; t← t + 1; continue;

5: end if

6: if sj = 0 then

7: j ← 1;

8: else

9: π∗

i ← j; sj ← sj − 1; j ← (j mod L) + 1;

10: end if

11: end for

In Algorithm 2, Nsep separate nodes are selected firstly. Subsequently the cluster nodes are selected

from cluster 1 to cluster L until k − Nsep nodes are selected. As shown in Figure 4(a), the algorithm

inputs are Nsep = 2 and (n = 14, k = 8, R = 4, L = 4, E = 2). First, the E = 2 separate nodes are

selected, namely, s∗0 = 2. Second, we select all the nodes in cluster 1, namely, s∗1 = R = 4. Then two

nodes in cluster 2 are selected, namely, s∗2 = 2. We already get k = 8 selected nodes in total. Hence, no

more nodes are selected in the remaining clusters and the final output is s∗ = (2, 4, 2, 0).

Algorithm 2 Heterogeneous horizontal selection algorithm

Input: Node parameters (n, k,L, R, E); the amount of selected separate nodes Nsep (1 6 Nsep 6 E)

Output: Selected node distribution s
∗ = (s∗0, s

∗

1, . . . , s
∗

L).

1: s∗0 ← Nsep;

2: for i = 1 to L do

3: if i 6
⌊

k−s∗0
R

⌋

then

4: s∗i ← R;

5: end if

6: if i =
⌊

k−s∗0
R

⌋

+ 1 then

7: s∗i ← k − s∗0 −
⌊

k−s∗0
R

⌋

R;

8: end if

9: if i >
⌊

k−s∗0
R

⌋

+ 1 then

10: s∗i ← 0;

11: end if

12: end for

When the separate location vector is set as v = (0, . . . , 0) and Nsep = 0, the algorithms for the cluster

DSS model in [17, 24] are retrieved from Algorithms 1 and 2. Similarly, if Nsep = 1 and v = (j, 0, . . . , 0)

(1 6 j 6 k), we obtain the algorithms for the case with only one separate node in [22]. In the cluster DSS

model, Algorithms 1 and 2 directly generate the cluster order achieving the minimum min-cut. However,

in the HC-DSS model, since the selected separate nodes will influence the min-cuts, the algorithms only

generate the cluster order achieving the local minimum min-cut for an input separate location vector

which is proved in Theorem 1. In order to find the cluster order achieving the global minimum min-cut

and obtain the capacity, we need to compare the local minimum min-cuts for different separate location

vectors, which is investigated in Lemma 1 and Theorem 2.
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Figure 5 The cluster nodes of s = (2, 3, 3, 0) and π = (1, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 2) shown in (a) are represented with s = (0, 3, 3, 0)

and π = (1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2) respectively in (b).

Theorem 1. In the HC-DSS model, for a given separate location vector v with Nsep separate nodes,

π
∗(s∗,v) minimizes the min-cut, that is to say,

MC(s∗,π∗(s∗,v)) 6 MC(s,π)

holds for all s ∈ S and π ∈ Π(s) with Nsep and separate location vector v, where π
∗(s∗,v) is given by

(8) with s
∗ generated by Algorithm 2.

Proof. As proved in [28], when comparing the part incoming weights (defined by (5)) of π∗(s∗,v) and

π, we only need to consider the selected cluster nodes because the part incoming weights of the selected

separate nodes are equal. Thus, the selected cluster nodes are represented by another cluster order without

separate nodes. As Figure 5 shows, s = (2, 3, 3, 0) and π = (1, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 2) with separate nodes are

represented with s = (0, 3, 3, 0) and π = (1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2) in Figure 5(b). The original cluster order π with

separate location vector v and the contrast cluster order π without separate nodes satisfy that

πi =















































πi, if 1 6 i < v1,

πi−1, if v1 < i < v2,

πi−2, if v2 < i < v3,
...

...

πi−Nsep
, if vNsep

< i 6 k,

0, if i = v1, . . . , vNsep
.

For example, in Figure 5, v1 = 4, thus πi = πi for 1 6 i 6 3. As the 4th and 7th selected nodes in

Figure 5(a) are separate, π4 = 0 and π7 = 0. When i > 4, it is obvious that π5 = π4, π6 = π5 and

π8 = π6. Then we can prove this theorem with similar methods in [28], which is omitted here due to the

space limitation.

In a separate location vector v = (v1, . . . , vk), there are Nsep nonzero components satisfying vi < vi+1

(1 6 i 6 Nsep − 1) based on the definitions. In the HC-DSS model, we assume Nsep > 1 and analyse

the change of the min-cut when one nonzero component vj (1 6 j 6 Nsep) changes, while others remain

unchanged. It is obvious that vj (1 6 j 6 Nsep − 1 ) can increase at least one so long as vj+1 > vj + 2,

and vNsep
can increase to k at most. For example, in Figure 4(a), the separate location vector is v =

(3, 7, 0, . . . , 0) and Nsep = 2. Figure 4(b) shows the repair sequence where v1 increases by 1 and the new

separate location vector changes to (4, 7, 0, . . . , 0).

Let MC∗
vj

denote the local minimum min-cut corresponding to the cluster order generate by Algo-

rithms 1 and 2 with input separate location vector v. Thus

MC∗
vj

, MC(π∗(s∗,v)).

Note that the subscript of MC∗
vj

could be any nonzero component of v, while we only analyse one

component vj at a time. Meanwhile, we use MC∗
vj+1 to represent the min-cut after vj increasing by 1, in

which case the cluster order and separate location vector for MC∗
vj

are changed while the selected node

distribution remains unchanged. Assume the new separate location vector is v, thus vj = vj + 1, and

vt = vt for t ∈ [k] \ j 2). Then we have

MC∗
vj+1 , MC(π∗(s∗,v)).

2) [k] represents integer set {1, 2, . . . , k}.
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Note that the cluster orders and separate location vectors corresponding to MC∗
vj+1 and MC∗

vj
are not

expressed explicitly for the simplicity. In the following Lemma 1, MC∗
vj+1 and MC∗

vj
are compared by

analyzing the corresponding cluster orders under the following implicit constraints:

• vj + 1 < vj+1 for 1 6 j 6 Nsep − 1,

• vNsep
6 k

based on the definition of separate location vector. These constraints are to ensure component vj can

increase by 1 and will not conflict with the definitions.

Lemma 1. In the HC-DSS model, for a given separate location vector v = (v1, . . . , vk) with Nsep

selected separate nodes, the local minimum min-cuts satisfy that

MC∗
vj

> MC∗
vj+1 (9)

for 1 6 j 6 Nsep under the above implicit constraints.

Proof. Assume the corresponding clusters of MC∗
vj

and MC∗
vj+1 are π and π

′, respectively. Based on

(4), we need to compare

MC∗
vj

=

k
∑

i=1

min
{

α,wi(π)
}

and MC∗
vj+1 =

k
∑

i=1

min
{

α,wi(π
′)
}

.

Then we have

πi =















π′
i+1 = 0, if i = vj ,

π′
i−1, if i = vj + 1,

π′
i, otherwise,

(10)

which means that πi = π′
i for i ∈ [k]\{vj , vj + 1}. For example, in Figure 4(a), the separate location

vector is v = (3, 7, 0, . . . , 0) and Nsep = 2. When increasing v1 = 3 by one in Figure 4(a), we get the new

cluster order π′ in Figure 4(b). It is obvious that only the two colored nodes 3 and 4 of π′ in Figure 4(b)

are changed comparing with π. Hence, the part incoming weights satisfy

wi(π) = wi(π
′)

for i ∈ [k]\{vj, vj + 1}. We only need to compare

wvj (π) = (dI + dC + 1− vj)βC , wvj+1(π) = avj+1(π)βI + bvj+1(π)βC

and

wvj (π
′) = avj (π

′)βI + bvj (π
′)βC , wvj+1(π

′) = (dI + dC − vj)βC .

Similarly to the situation with one selected separate node proved in [28], we can prove this theorem by

enumerating all the possible cases of wvj (π), wvj+1(π), wvj (π
′), wvj+1(π

′) and α, which is omitted here

due to the space limitation.

Theorem 2. In the HC-DSS model with Nsep (1 6 Nsep 6 E) selected separate nodes, the separate

location vector v∗ = (v∗1 , . . . , v
∗
k) minimizes the local minimum min-cut, where

v∗i =

{

k −Nsep + i, if 1 6 i 6 Nsep,

0, if Nsep + 1 6 i 6 k
(11)

meaning that the Nsep separate nodes are at the end of the cluster order.

Proof. For any given cluster order achieving the local minimum min-cut with Nsep separate nodes,

assume the corresponding separate location vector is v and consider the components of v from vNsep
to

v1 iteratively. Based on the definition of separate location vector in Subsection 2.3, vi (1 6 i 6 Nsep) is
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at most k −Nsep + i and these values are achieved when the Nsep separate nodes are at the end of the

cluster order. In this case, the cluster order with (vNsep
= k, vNsep−1 = k − 1, . . . , v1 = k − Nsep + 1)

minimizes the local minimum min-cut, which is proved iteratively in the following steps.

Step 1. Increase vNsep
one by one until vNsep

= k while the other components remain unchanged. It

can be proved that

MC∗
vNsep

> MC∗
vNsep+1 > MC∗

vNsep+2 > · · · > MC∗
k (12)

based on Lemma 1.

Step 2. Consider vNsep−1 of separate location vector v with vNsep
= k achieving the local minimum

min-cut. We can also increase vNsep−1 one by one until vNsep−1 = k − 1. Base on Lemma 1, we can also

get

MC∗
vNsep−1

> MC∗
vNsep

> MC∗
vNsep+1 > · · · > MC∗

k−1. (13)

Step 3. Now consider vi (1 6 i 6 Nsep) of separate location vector v with vj = k − Nsep + j for

i+1 6 j 6 Nsep achieving the local minimummin-cut. After increasing vi one by one until vi = k−Nsep+i,

we will get

MC∗
vi

> MC∗
vi+1 > · · · > MC∗

k−Nsep+i (14)

with Lemma 1. Note that although the expressions of formulas (12)–(14) are very similar, they represents

totally different min-cuts of different cluster orders. These expressions are used for simplicity without

incurring confusion. For any given cluster order achieving the local minimum min-cut with Nsep selected

separate nodes and separate location vector v, we can always find another cluster order with smaller local

minimum min-cut by increasing the components of v until v∗ is achieved by the above steps. Hence, we

finish the proof.

In Theorem 2, the cluster order corresponding to separate location vector v
∗ minimizes the local

minimum min-cut when the number of selected separate nodes Nsep is fixed. Let

v
∗(j) = (v∗(j)1, . . . , v

∗(j)k) (15)

denote the separate location vector satisfying (11) with Nsep = j. We will compare the min-cuts corre-

sponding to π
∗(s∗,v∗(j)), when j varies in Theorem 3. For simplicity, we define

π
∗(j) , π

∗(s∗,v∗(j)), (16)

where 0 6 j 6 k and π
∗(s∗,v∗(j)) is given by (8) with s

∗ generated by Algorithm 2.

Theorem 3. The capacity of the (n, k, L,R,E) HC-DSS model is achieved by π
∗(E), meaning that all

the separate nodes are selected (Nsep = E) and the E selected separate nodes are at the end of π∗(E),

where the separate location vector v∗ satisfies

v∗i =

{

k − E + i, if 1 6 i 6 E,

0, otherwise,
(17)

and π
∗(E) is defined by (16).

Proof. We first compare the min-cuts of π∗(j) and π
∗(j + 1), which means that Nsep increases by 1.

For example in Figure 6(a), the cluster order with two separate nodes is π∗(2) = (1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0). In

Figure 6(b), a selected separate node is added and the cluster order changes to π∗(3) = (1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0).

In [28], we investigate the situation of adding one separate node to the cluster DSS model, which is

inductive to this proof. In order to compare

MC(π∗(j)) =
k
∑

i=1

min
{

α,wi(π
∗(j))

}

and MC(π∗(j + 1)) =
k
∑

i=1

min
{

α,wi(π
∗(j + 1))

}

,
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Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Separate nodes

(a) (b)

1 3 5 6

2 4

7 8

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Separate nodes

1 3 4 5

2

86 7

Figure 6 In (a), there are two selected separate node and the cluster order is π
∗(2) = (1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0). In (b), a

selected separate node is added, and the cluster changes to π
∗(3) = (1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)

we also compare wi(π
∗(j)) and wi(π

∗(j + 1)) for 1 6 i 6 k similarly to [28]. Base on (5), the part

incoming weights satisfy

wi(π
∗(j)) = wi(π

∗(j + 1)) = (d+ 1− i)βC (18)

for k − j + 1 6 i 6 k, because the last j selected nodes in π
∗(j) and π

∗(j + 1) are all separate. For

instance, the last two selected nodes (nodes 7 and 8) in Figure 6(a) and (b) are all separate.

Now consider the first k−j selected nodes in π
∗(j) and π

∗(j+1). It is easy to verify that this situation

is equivalent to adding one selected separate node to the cluster DSS model investigated in [28], where

we have proved that

k−j
∑

i=1

wi(π
∗(j + 1)) 6

k−j
∑

i=1

wi(π
∗(j)). (19)

Therefore, MC(π∗(j + 1)) 6 MC(π∗(j)) for 1 6 j 6 E − 1 by summing (18) and (19). Therefore

MC(π∗(E)) 6 · · · 6 MC(π∗(1)).

In [28], the min-cuts without selected separate nodes are compared with those with only one, and we have

proved that MC(π∗(0)) > MC(π∗(1)). Hence, MC(π∗(E)) is the system capacity achieved by cluster

order π∗(E).

In Subsection 3.1, for a given HC-DSS model, we find the cluster order achieving the capacity by

comparing the min-cuts step by step. First, we compare the min-cuts of cluster orders for a fixed

separate location vector and prove that the local minimum min-cut is achieved by the output cluster

order of Algorithms 1 and 2 in Theorem 1. Second, we compare the local minimum min-cuts of different

separate location vectors with fixed number of separate nodes, among which the minimum one is achieved

by separate location vector v
∗ satisfying (11) proved by Lemma 1 and Theorem 2. Finally, the global

minimum min-cut, namely the capacity, is obtained by comparing the min-cuts of clusters with different

amounts of separate nodes, which is proved in Theorem 3.

3.2 Tradeoff between storage and repair bandwidth for the HC-DSS model

As proved in Subsection 3.1, the capacity of a given HC-DSS model is MC(π∗(E)) achieved by cluster

order π
∗(E) (see Theorem 3). Thus the tradeoff between storage α and repair bandwidth parameters

(dI , βI , dC , βC) is formulated with (3) as

MC(π∗(E)) =

k
∑

i=1

min
{

wi(π
∗(E)), α

}

> M, (20)

which is calculated by (21) and (22), and illustrated in Figure 7.
Let w∗

i , wi(π
∗(E)) for simplicity, thus w∗

i is formulated as

w
∗

k−i+1 =



























(

R −

⌈

i
⌊

k−E
R

⌋

+1

⌉)

βI +
(

dC − i+
⌈

i
⌊

k−E
R

⌋

+1

⌉)

βC , 1 6 i 6
(

⌊

k−E
R

⌋

+ 1
)(

k − 1−
⌊

k−E
R

⌋

R
)

,

(⌊

k−i−E
⌊

k−E
R

⌋

⌋)

βI +
(

dC +R − i−
⌊

k−i−E
⌊

k−E
R

⌋

⌋)

βC ,
(

⌊

k−E
R

⌋

+ 1
)(

k − 1−
⌊

k−E
R

⌋

R
)

< i 6 k − E,

(R + dC − i)βC , i = (k − E + 1), . . . , k.

(21)
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Figure 7 (Color online) Optimal tradeoff bounds between node storage α and repair bandwidth parameter βC for the

(n = 14, k = 8, L = 3, R = 4, E) HC-DSS model with the original file sizeM = 32. (a) shows the tradeoffs of various dC
when the amount of separate nodes E = 2 and the bandwidth parameter constraint τ = βI/βC = 2 are fixed. (b) illustrates

the tradeoffs of various E when dC = and τ = 2 are fixed. (c) compares the tradeoffs of various τ = βI/βC when dC = 6

and E = 2 are fixed.

For ease of illustration, we set the subscript of w∗ as k − i+ 1 such that

w∗
1 6 w∗

2 6 · · · 6 w∗
k

without changing the final tradeoff bound. Let α∗ denote the minimum α satisfying (20), the tradeoff

bound is formulated as follows with similar methods introduced in [6, 28]. For i = 2, . . . , k,

α∗ =
M−

∑i−1
j=1 w

∗
j

k − i+ 1
, (22)

for M ∈ (
∑i−1

j=1 w
∗
j + (k − i+ 1)w∗

i−1,
∑i

j=1 w
∗
j + (k − i)w∗

i ]. When i = 1, α∗ = M/k for M ∈ [0, w∗
1 ].

Remark 1. When E = 0 and E = 1, the tradeoff bounds for the cluster cases in [17, 22] and the

model with clusters and one separate node in [28] can be obtained. When βI = βC , the cluster and

separate nodes are undifferentiated and the traditional homogeneous DSS model in [6] is retrieved. The

corresponding tradeoff bounds are derived with (21) and (22), where wk−i+1 = (R + dC − i)βC for

1 6 i 6 k.

We compare the tradeoff bounds in multiple aspects as shown in Figure 7(a)–(c), respectively. Because

the total repair bandwidths of cluster and separate nodes are different (dIβI+dCβC and dβC , respectively)

in the HC-DSS model, we characterize the repair bandwidth by the cross-cluster bandwidth parameter

βC rather than the total repair bandwidth as shown in [6,17]. When the bandwidth parameter constraint

τ = βI/βC is given, the total repair bandwidths of cluster and separate nodes can be obtained with βC .

In Figure 7(a), we show the tradeoff bounds when the amount of cross-cluster helper nodes dC varies.
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Figure 8 (Color online) In the (n = 6, k = 4, L = 2, R = 2, E = 2) HC-DSS model with τ = βI/βC = 2, dI = 1, dC = 4

andM = 8, (a) illustrates the optimal tradeoff bound between α and βC , (b) shows the data assignment in the MSR code

construction example.

The curves move left as dC increases, meaning that the capacity increases as the amount of helper nodes

increases which is consistent with the conclusion in [6]. In Figure 7(b), the number of separate nodes

E changes while other parameters remain unchanged. When E increases, parts of the tradeoff bound

curves move right, meaning that the capacity reduces. When the node storage α is fixed (i.e., α = 5 in

Figure 7(b)), the more separate nodes are (E gets larger), the more repair bandwidth is needed (βC gets

larger). However, when α = 4, the repair bandwidth is not affected by E. Figure 7(c) illustrates the

influence of bandwidth parameter constraint τ = βI/βC . When τ = 1, we obtain the traditional DSS

model in [6] as introduced in Remark 1. When τ increases, more data are downloaded from intra-cluster

nodes. For example, when α = 7 is fixed, the bigger τ is, the smaller βC gets.

In Subsection 3.2, the storage and repair bandwidth tradeoff bound is formulated with (21) and (22)

for the HC-DSS model. Numerical results are illustrated in Figure 7 in three aspects. In Section 4, a

class of regenerating code constructions for the HC-DSS model is investigated.

4 Code constructions for the HC-DSS model

Constructing coding strategies achieving the points in the tradeoff bound is an important issue, where

the minimum storage regenerating (MSR) code achieving the MSR point in the tradeoff bound is widely

investigated [6,8–12,29]. Product matrix [10] and piggybacking design [8,11,12] are powerful construction

techniques based on the idea of interference alignment [33]. We give a class of MSR code constructions

for the HC-DSS model with the interference alignment scheme in the following parts.

As shown in Figure 8(a), (βC = 1, α = 2) is the MSR point of the tradeoff curve for the HC-DSS

model with storage/repair constraints τ = βI/βC = 2, dI = 1 dC = 4 and original file size M = 8. The

encoding and repair procedures are as follows.

Encoding procedure. We represent the original file of size M = 8 with xi (1 6 i 6 4) and yi
(1 6 i 6 4). (x1, x2, x3, x4) and (y1, y2, y3, y4) are encoded with two (6, 4)-MDS codes as

(x1, . . . , x6) = (x1, . . . , x4)[I4×4|G] and (y1, . . . , y6) = (y1, . . . , y4)[I4×4|F ],

where I4×4 is the identity matrix. G = (gij)4×2 and F = (fij)4×2 are the encoding matrices. The encoded

symbols are stored as Figure 8(b) shows. Then

x5 = g11x1 + g21x2 + g31x3 + g41x4, x6 = g12x1 + g22x2 + g32x3 + g42x4,

y5 = f11y1 + f21y2 + f31y3 + f41y4, y6 = f12y1 + f22y2 + f32y3 + f42y4.

Obviously, the six storage nodes satisfy the (6, 4)-MDS property. The encoding matrices G and F need

to be designed to satisfy the storage/repair constraints.
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Repair procedure. When node 4 is failed, the newcomer need to download 1 symbol from each of

the 4 cross-cluster nodes (nodes 1, 2, 5, 6) and 2 symbols from the intra-cluster node 3 based on the

storage/repair constraints (dC = 4, βC = 1, dI = R − 1 = 1, βI = 2βC = 2). Assume the download

symbols satisfy that

s1 = r11x1 + r12y1, s2 = r21x2 + r22y2, s3 = (x3, y3), s5 = r51x5 + r52y5, s6 = r61x6 + r62y6,

where ri1 and ri2 are called the repair download parameters, and si (1 6 i 6 6, i 6= 4) represents the

symbols downloading from node i. Note that s3 consists of two symbols as node 3 is an intra-cluster

node. The newcomer acquires the following equations:























s1 = r11x1 + r12y1,

s2 = r21x2 + r22y2,

s5 − r51g31x3 − r52f31y3 = r51g11x1 + r52f11y1 + r51g21x2 + r52f21y2 + r51g41x4 + r52f41y4,

s6 − r61g32x3 − r62f32y3 = r61g12x1 + r62f12y1 + r61g22x2 + r62f22y2 + r61g42x4 + r62f42y4,

(23)

where the left parts of equations are known values and the right parts are unknown variables. Hence, if

the coefficients of xi and yi (i = 1, 2, 4) satisfy that

rank

















r11 r12

r51g11 r52f11

r61g12 r62f12

















= 1, rank

















r21 r22

r51g21 r52f21

r61g22 r62f22

















= 1 and rank

([

r51g41 r52f41

r61g42 r62f42

])

= 2, (24)

the variables x1, y1, x2, y2 are eliminated and x4, y4 are figured out. If another node is failed, we can

use similar methods to repair it, but the repair download parameters and encoding matrices G, F need

to be designed deliberately to recover all possible node failures. As proved in [29], there exist MDS codes

and repair download parameters satisfying (24). The construction of G and F involves more matrix

techniques and will not introduced here.

From this MSR construction instance, we can find that regenerating codes for the traditional DSSs

can be generalized to the HC-DSS model where the downloading constraints are relaxed as the newcomer

could download more data from intra-cluster nodes. Since the node parameters of the HC-DSS model

vary as the number of separate nodes changes, finding general code constructions is complicated and

remains a problem, where the tradeoff bound is inductive for the HC-DSS model with fixed amount of

separate nodes. Based on the tradeoff bound, we can also investigate the code construction problem

from the perspective of reducing the cross-cluster bandwidth, as introduced in [18]. Meanwhile, more

future studies are needed to construct efficient regenerating codes which is adaptive to the structure of

HC-DSSs.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the heterogeneous cluster DSS model, where the capacity is characterized.

Additionally, the tradeoff bounds are formulated and analyzed in multiple aspects when the repair band-

width constraints and the amount of separate nodes change, respectively. An MSR coding strategy for

the HC-DSS model is constructed with the interference alignment scheme.
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